
V A R I A B L E  R A T E  S E R V I C E S

CONVENIENT AND EASY

Our VR services can be

combined with all our ASLE

products and with your

standard conventional

fertilizers 

In addition to the innovative technology in our products, ASLE is now bringing

Variable Rate Services to your operation, as a value addition to your investment.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY EFFICIENT AND COST-EFFECTIVE

Increase productivity and

profitability by managing

applications of crop inputs and

leveraging quality farm data to

make smart, profitable in-season

decisions.

ASLE will process all your

field information including

the creation of zone maps,

soil sampling, preparing

variable recommendations for

fertilizer application

In coordination with you the

grower and your advisor, we

will follow up monitoring the

health of your crop using high

resolution satellite imagery

At the end of the season, we

will provide you a crop

performance analysis per field,

including yield information

ASLE is adding value at your

operation, taking you to the next

level of technology in agriculture

and contributing to maximize

your ROI

One of our specialists will

work closely with you to set

up and oversee the process
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A T G  P I X E L

CONNECT WITH OUR TEAM TO DEVELOP YOUR VARIABLE RATE PROGRAM

WWW.ASLE.CA                        SALES@ASLE.CA                                 780-669-3822

 

At ASLE Technologies Group, we
want our growers to earn a profit
like never before. We are excited
to offer Variable Rate Services. We
have a specialist team that will
work with you to optimize your
inputs and ultimately maximize your
yields.

With cutting edge technology, we

will process information including

soil tests and zone maps to create

prescriptions. Fertilizer

application is tailored to each

specific zone, resulting in healthy

crops, soils, and profits.

From seeding, to foliar

applications, our new service

will help you put your inputs

where they are needed most.

This is not only better for the

environment, it's been proven to

increase yields and profits.


